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ABSTRACT 

Communications is one of the most critical factors in disaster recovery process. However, after a major disaster, exist-

ing communications infrastructures may be heavily damaged or even completely unusable. It is necessary that commu-

nications are to be promptly restored to the disaster area, which is the goal of our national project. The project aims to 

build three tiers wireless mesh network from remaining wireless access points in order to provide communications ser-

vices to the disaster area. This work introduces a unique multiple tiers wireless mesh network project. In addition, this 

work also illustrates merits in optimizing the number of mesh routers in order to achieve the optimum performance by 

presenting both theoretical and simulation results of a specific scenario of multiple tiers wireless mesh network.  
Keywords: Wireless Mesh Network; Throughput; Interference; Collision; WiFi

1. Introduction 

Following the 2011 Tohoku earthquake and tsunami, the 

field of emergency network deployment has gained much 

attention from research institutions all over Japan. This is 

because drastic disaster such as earthquake or tsunami 

will incapacitate the existing communications infra-

structure. Therefore, it is important to be able to restore 

communications in the disaster area using whatever 

means necessary. In addition, it is mentioned by [1] that 

it is more complicated to deploy a new communications 

system where the previous system still exists. An ongo-

ing national project aims to restore communications 

within the disaster area using the remaining resources, 

namely the remaining wireless access points, to con-

structs a wireless mesh backbone and to provide com-

munications to users in the affected area who are referred 

to as Mesh Client (MC). 

Wireless Mesh Network (WMN) is a type of infra-

structure where each participating node or a Mesh Router 

(MR) both sends and relays information similar to an 

ad-hoc network with the exception that MR does not 

usually have power constraint or mobility problem. In 

addition, many MRs are also likely to act as wireless 

Access Point (AP) and provide communications service 

to MCs within its area similar to that of an ordinary 

wireless AP. WMN has been gaining attention from re-

search communities due to the low-cost and rapid de-

ployment, which are suitable properties for an emergen-

cy network role. In addition, it also inherits many other 

valuable characteristics from ad-hoc network such de-

centralized design and distributed communications [2]. 

In addition to being able to relay information between 

MRs, MR is also usually equipped with an addition radio 

interface to acts as a wireless AP and to provide commu-

nications services to users within its area. This implies 

that the MCs will be able to connect to a network like 

connecting to WiFi hot spot, but the communication is 

relayed through the wireless mesh backbone instead of 

the traditional wired connection. Due to this unique 

characteristic of this multiple tiers WMN, the number of 

active MRs plays a significant role in determining the 

performance of the whole network. 

It was mentioned that our project relies extensively on 

the remaining wireless APs that are already deployed in 

an uncontrolled manner, and number of active MRs can 

affect the performance in multiple-tiers of the project. 

Therefore, in order to deploy the project successfully 

with the optimum performance, we need to optimize the 

number of MRs. This work briefly introduces the nation-

al project and investigates the effect of using the opti-

mum number of MRs in a unique WMN project. We 

introduce a theoretical performance of a specific scenario 

of multiple-tier WMN, which is backed up by simulation 
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results.  

The remaining sections of this paper are divided into 

following: Section 2 introduces related works and dis-

cusses the structure of the project. Section 3 shows theo-

retical discussion of the scenario. Section 4 presents the 

simulation results and discussion. Finally, Section 5 pre-

sents the conclusion. 

2. Background 

2.1. Related Works 

Reference [3] presents Extreme Networking System 

(ENS) architechture, which is a three tiers network that is 

very similar to our project’s architechture. According to 

the article, ENS was experimentally deployed on 

November 2005, at San Diego and many useful 

emergency response statistics, such as traffic statistic, 

and performance of the architechture, was collected. The 

authors also present many challenges in deploying 

wireless mesh network in the case of emergency 

response. One of the major difference of ENS and our 

project is that our project plans to rely on existing 

inflastruture such as remaining wireless APs. A more 

detail explaination regarding our project will be given in 

Section 2.2.  

In addition to ENS presented by [3], authors of [4] 

also present another similar network architechture to our 

project called the hybrid WMN. Hybrid WMN aims to 

enhances the performance of metapolian WMN with the 

addition of wired APs. While hybrid WMN is not 

intended for usage in an emergency response situation, it 

is a great idea which may also help increase the overall 

performance of emergency response WMN. Since in an 

ideal situation, some remaining wireless APs may still 

have wired connection available. 

Reference [5] investigates the impact of inter-cell 

interference on WLAN performance. The authors’ 

testbed experiment shows that inter-cell inteference can 

greatly reduce the WLAN performance under the TCP 

dominated common office traffic pattern. 

Reference [6] presents a novel gateway selection 

method for multiple tiers WMN that focuses on 

deployment in disaster area.  The method presented 

ultilize the concept of Collision Domain (CD) to choose 

the most suitable MR to act as Mesh Gateway (MG) in 

order to have the best overall system throughput. 

Reference [7] presents a deployment evaluation of the 

Roofnet wireless mesh network, which is an unplanned 

WMN. The author suggests that having a denser MR 

may help improve the average throughput of the network 

due to the posibility of chosing shorter high quality links 

with the cost of having a higher average hop-count. 

However, the author also shows that the performance 

suffers from multi-hops transmission due to inter-hop 

interference. In addtition, [8] shows that in a multi-hop 

WMN there is fairness problem where MRs that has a 

higher hop-count to the gateway achieve much lower 

throughput than those with lower hop-count. 

2.2. Project Structure and Characteristics 

2.2.1 . Three Tiers Network 

As shown in Figure 1, the project is composed of several 

components. The Moveable and Deployable Resource 

Units (MDRU) acts as a gateway that provides connec-

tions from the system to outside network such as internet. 

The MR is an ordinary wireless AP which is configured 

to act as wireless mesh backbone in order to provide 

communications service to the MCs. MG is a specific 

MR that communicates directly with the MDRU. The 

overall project can be partitions into three separated tiers: 

network facility tier, mesh tier, and clients tier. 

The network facility tier covers the communication 

between the MDRU(s) and MGs, which is done in a spe-

cial 25GHz band. The mesh tier is the wireless mesh 

backbone level where the MGs and MRs form a wireless 

mesh backbone network using the 5GHz band. The MGs 

act as mesh portal to bridge the communication between 

the network facility tier and the mesh tier. Finally, the 

clients tier is the level, which each MG and MR provide 

communications service to MCs within its vicinity over 

the 2.4GHz band. Since the links at the network facility 

tier are assumed to be high performance links, this work 

focus on the performance in mesh tier and clients tier. 

2.2.2 . Unique Deployment 

A scenario of how the project will be deployed is the 

MDRU will be deploy to the disaster area prior to disas-

ter. The MDRU is capable of carrying a certain number 

of MGs in order to have some control over the topology 

of the system. After arrival, the MDRU will configure 

any remaining wireless APs in the area into MRs or MGs 

and restore communications service to MCs in the area. 

2.2.3 . Uncontrolled MRs Placement 

Another major characteristic of the project is that since 

MRs are just commonly deployed wireless APs, and it is 

pointed out by [9] that common 802.11 APs are usually 

deployed in an unplanned or random fashion. Therefore, 

 
Figure 1. The structure of the project. 
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there is a good chance that the deployment will not be 

optimized, and thus causing the drop in performance. 

3. Effect of Number of MRs 

3.1. Collision Domain 

CD is an important concept that can be used to estimate 

the capacity of WMN as shown in [10]. Since wireless 

links share the same medium, it is necessary that only 

one device within the same interfering range should be 

transmitting at any given time to have a successful 

transmission. In another word, if a certain link n is active, 

any other link within the same interfering range of link n 

must be inactive in order for transmission at link n to be 

successful. A CD is defined by [10] to be a set of links 

that have to be inactive for a transmission at a certain 

link to be successful including the transmitting link itself. 

Figure 2 illustrates a chain topology of a two tiers WMN 

where there are six MRs, which can only transmit to an 

adjacent MR. The rightmost device is the MG that is 

assumed to be the sink of all traffic. Each MR has to 

transmit G amount of traffic from its own clients tier and 

any other amount of traffic forwarded by its upstream 

MR(s). For example, MR2 has to forward G amount of 

traffic from its clients tier plus what MR1 forwarded 

which is another G to the total of 2G amount of traffic. It 

is assumed that the interfering range is two times the 

transmission range; therefore, the CD of link between 

MR4 and MR5 is a set of {(MR2, MR3), (MR3, MR4), 

(MR4, MR5), (MR5, MR6), (MR6, MG)}. 

The bottleneck collision domain (BCD) is defined by 

[10] to be the CD that has to forward the most traffic. For 

instance, the CD of link MR4 and MR5 has to forward 

all traffic forwarded by each link within the set of its CD. 

Therefore, CD of link MR4 and MR5 has to forward 

total of 2G+3G+4G+5G+6G = 20G. The same calcula-

tion can also be done on CD of other links, but in the 

case of scenario in Figure 2, CD of link MR4 and MR5 

has to forward the most traffic. Hence, it is the BCD of 

this chain topology. According to the previous calcula-

tion, CD of link between MR4 and MR5 has to forward 

20G amount of traffic. However, the capacity is bound 

by the MAC layer capacity C, thus can be represent by 

 20G   C. (1) 

By solving inequality in Equation (1), we can see that the 

maximum throughput available to each MR or      is 

 
  
G

max
=

C

20
. (2) 

From the analysis above, we can see that the more gen-

eral case of Equation (2) is 

 
  
G

max
=

C

AMT
 (3) 

where AMT is the total amount of traffic forwarded by 

BCD divided by G, which will be 20 in the case of CD of 

link MR4 and MR5. 

3.2. Considered Scenario 

In order to show the effect of number of MRs, we con-

sider following scenario illustrates in Figure 3(a) where 

there are one MG, three MRs and six MCs. Some prop-

erties of the scenario are as following: 

 All MCs can connect to any available MRs. (All MCs 

are within the communication range of any MRs.) 

 Each MR operates in different channel in a way that 

they do not have inter-cell interference introduced in 

[5]. 

 The mesh tier links operate in one common channel. 

 Each MRs will always have the same number of MCs 

within its cell. 

 
Figure 2. A chain topology where each MR sends the same 

amount of traffic to the MG. 

 
 

 
Figure 3. (a) Topology for considered scenario; 

(b) Sub-scenario 1, consisting of one active MR; 

(c) Sub-scenario 2, consisting of two active MRs; 

(d) Sub-scenario 3, consisting of three active MRs 
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In addition, this scenario can be narrow down to three 

sub-scenarios as follow: 

1) Only MR1 is active and all MCs are associated with 

MR1 as illustrated in Figure 3(b).  

2) Either MR1 and MR2, or MR1 and MR3 are active. 

In this sub-scenario, each MR will have to serve three 

MCs as illustrated in Figure 3(c). 

3) All MRs are active and each has to serve two MCs 

as illustrated in Figure 3(d). 

It is possible to use the concept of BCD to estimate the 

maximum throughput in both the mesh tier and the cli-

ents tier in each of these sub-scenarios so that we can see 

the effect of number of MRs in this scenario. 

3.3. Sub-scenario 1 

In the clients tier, MR1 serves all six MCs as wireless 

AP. Since all devices used only one channel within a 

given cell, we can easily concluded that the CD of each 

link is the same set that contain all links; thus all links 

are BCD (all links need to transmitted same amount of 

traffic.) By using Equation (3) where C is the MAC layer 

capacity of the clients tier or    and AMT equals to 6, 

because there are six MC each offering 1G traffic. We 

can concluded that      (throughput available to each 

MC) of clients tier or    is 

 
  
G

c
=

C
c

6
. (4) 

In the mesh tier, there is only MR1 and the MG. 

However, the performance should be calculated based on 

throughput available to each MC rather than throughput 

available to each MR. Therefore, the      of mesh tier 

should be divided by number of MCs served by each MR 

or 6 in this case to formulate    of 

 
6

m

m

C
G   (5) 

where    the MAC layer capacity of mesh tier. 

3.4. Sub-scenario 2 

In this sub-scenario, each MR has to serve three MC. 

Therefore, using Equation (3) and AMT equal to 3 results 

in    of 

 
  
G

c
=

C
c

3
. (6) 

However, in the mesh tier there are two operating MR. 

We can clearly see from Figure 3(c) that CD of both 

links in the sub-scenario are BCN and each CD has to 

carry 1G+2G=3G amount of traffic. By using Equation 

(3) and AMT equals to 3 and the fact that each MR serves 

three MCs, the resulting   is 

 
9

m

m

C
G  . (7) 

3.5. Sub-scenario 3 

The clients tier of this sub-scenario has three total active 

APs and each has to serve two MCs. Using similar anal-

ysis to sub-scenario 1 and sub-scenario 2 in previous 

sections, we can see that AMT is 2 thus resulting with 

 
  
G

c
=

C
c

2
. (8) 

In the mesh tier, similar to sub-scenario 2, we can see 

from Figure 3(d) that CD of any link includes all links, 

and thus are BCNs. In this sub-scenario any BCNs has to 

carry 1G+1G+3G=5G (AMT=5) amount of traffic and 

that each MR serves 2 MCs, hence, resulting with 

 
10

m

m

C
G  . (9) 

3.6. Scenario Discussion 

Since our project is a multiple tiers WMN, the perfor-

mance of the project will be restricted by the tier with 

lower performance. We can clearly see from Table 1 or 

Figure 4 that the performance in the mesh tier decreases 

with increasing number of MR. This is because of the 

interference modeled by BCD concepts. On the other 

hand, the performance in the clients tier benefits from the 

extra capacity of additional MR operating in nonover-

lapping channel. Therefore, it is important to optimize 

this trade off, which results from the number of activat-

ing MRs in the area, in order to provide the best maxi-

mum throughput to each MC. 

 
Figure 4. Theoretical value of    and    for different 

data rate. 
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All metrics are summarized in Table 1 while Figure 4 

shows plots of    and    with different value of    

for different 802.11a data rates (Gm-54 for 54Mbps, 

Gm-24 for 24Mbp, and Gm-12 for 12Mbps). Each value 

of C for both    and    are experimentally deter-

mined by simulations for each data rate. According to 

Figure 4, the maximum throughput available to each MC 

is bounded by either    or   . Since    and    rely 

on each other, the lower value of the two will be the up-

per bound of the maximum throughput. Therefore, by 

using this concept, it is possible to estimate the optimum 

number of MRs that will give the maximum average 

throughput to each MC. We can easily see from Figure 4 

that the optimum value of MR used for 802.11a with 

54Mbps data rate is three MRs. This is because the ca-

pacity in the mesh tier is large enough to accommodate 

the extra capacity in the clients tier, which results from 

having three APs operate in nonoverlapping channel. 

4. Simulation Results and Discussion 

Simulations are conducted to confirm this effect dis-

cussed in section 3. The simulation scenarios are set up 

in Qualnet 5.1 with topologies similar to that of Figure 

3(b), Figure 3(c), and Figure 3(d). Each MR is set up to 

operate as AP in different nonoverlapping channel in the 

clients tier; thus, interference between each MR will not 

exist within the clients tier. In additional to clients tier 

interface, each MR also has another interface for com-

municating in the mesh tier. In mesh tier, all MRs oper-

ate in one common channel, which means the collision 

domains contain all links. Each MC sends CBR traffic to 

MG and thus all traffic only originate from MCs and 

flow to MG. 

Figure 5 shows results of the simulation scenarios 

where the line graphs are the theoretical results from 

Figure 4, and the bar graphs show the simulation results 

of each mesh tier’s data rate (54 Mbps in blue, 24 Mbps 

in red and 12 Mbps in green.) In the single MR scenario, 

the simulated results represent the fact that the average 

throughputs are bounded by   , which has lower value 

than all    of all data rate. The results of two operating 

MRs scenario differ from that of the single operating MR 

scenario in that the average throughput per MC of 

12Mbps case should now be bounded by    with data 

rate of 12Mbps (in green). This is because the result of 

   with data rate of 12Mbps is now lower than that of 

   as shown in Figure 5. However, since the average 

throughput per MC of    is still lower than those of    

of 24Mbps and 54Mbps, the throughput per MC of those 

two cases are still bounded by   . Finally, in the case of 

3 active MRs, the theoretical results show that the simu-

lation results should be bounded by    of each case. As 

shown in Figure 5, the simulation results clearly follow 

those of the theoretical results. This shows that the theo-

retical results are accurate, and we can concluded that we 

can determine the number of active MR(s), which would 

yield optimum number of MRs for each   (of different 

data rate). From Figure 5, we can deduct that the most 

optimized number of MRs in    equals to 54Mbps, 

24Mbps, and 12Mbps are 3 MRs, 2 or 3 MRs, and 2 MR 

respectively. This is because these combinations give the 

best per MC performance. 

5. Conclusion 

Previous sections show that in order for the project to 

achieves the optimum performance, the set of active 

MRs will need to be determined to give the best possible 

performance. In the future, we aim to apply this idea into 

a more general case of multiple tiers WMN. In addition, 

many other important factors such as channel assignment 

in the mesh tier, and inter-cell interference present in [5] 

should also be considered when deciding optimum set of 

active MRs. 

In this paper, we briefly explain the national project 

“The R&D on the reconfigurable communication re-

source unit for disaster recovery,” which is a unique 

multiple tiers WMN. We point out that by optimizing the 

number of active MRs, we can achieve the optimum 

performance by using the concept of BCD and the 

unique characteristic of multiple tiers WMN. In addition, 

Table 1. Summary of all values of this section 

Sub-scenario 
Metrics 

 
G

m
  

 
G

c
  

1  
  

C
c

6
  

2  
  

C
c

3
  

3  
  

C
c

2
  

 

  

C
m

6

  

C
m

9

  

C
m

10

 
Figure 5. Simulation results and theoretical results for 

different data rate 
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we also show both theoretical and simulation perfor-

mance based on a specific scenario of multiple tiers 

WMN. Our results showed that by choosing the right 

number or combination of active MRs, we can optimize 

the performance of the project. 
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